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From saddles to harnesses, fine customized model horses to factory collectibles, Rio Rondo offers the Model
Horse Hobbyist a wide variety of crafting options. Model Horse Showing is a thriving activity, whereby model
horses are set up in realistic scenes with true-to-life miniature tack and props. Shows abound nation-wide and
year-round, with room for beginners and youth along with experienced, long-time exhibitors. Supplying tack
to hobbyists for competitive showing is how Rio Rondo got its start, and now we provide supplies to other
artisans from coast to coast and around the world, since 1983.

Whether you plan to show miniatures, simply display them at home, or create them for the sheer pleasure
of the craft, Rio Rondo has the most unique selection of horse-related miniature supplies. Most of the specialty
items found in this catalog are Rio Rondo exclusives—designed by and produced for Rio Rondo—items you
simply cannot find anywhere else!

So . . . take a few moments to browse through our latest catalog, and enjoy! You’re sure to end up with
many new ideas for your miniature projects, and we’d love having you as a customer in the near future!

Size & Scale . . .
Traditional Scale (Trad or T) includes Peter StoneTM and BreyerTM model horses of the larger size, as well as
other brands and molds of similar dimensions.

Classic Scale (Clas or C) is approximately 1:12 (dollhouse) scale, and includes mid-sized plastic models and
accommodates some ceramic brands such as Hagen-Renaker, and the Peter StoneTM Pony, CollectA® Deluxe, etc.

“Bijoux” Scale (BJ) is approximately 1:18 scale, and includes smaller model brands such as Schleich®,
CollectA®, Safari Ltd.®, BreyerTM Paddock Pals/Little Bits, Peter StoneTM Pebbles and various resins. (Around
41/2” at the eartips)

“Bitty Bijoux” Scale (BB) is a range of small models  1:28—1:32 scales, and includes BreyerTM Stablemates and
other similar sized brands and resins. (Around 31/2” at the eartips)

1/6th Scale (1:6) is equivalent to “Action Figure” and “Fashion Doll” size, such as Marx Johnny West
“Thunderbolt” models, and similar.

Please note that some items are interchangeable between scales, depending on what is needed to achieve the
best overall “look” to your projects.

Color Choices
Please specify the color of items you order where applicable. Many kits containing strap goods such as bridles
and halters may come in several colors. The basic color choice key is:

K=Black B=Brown R=Rust N=Natural W=White
For metal items that come in silver or gold colors the key codes are:

S=Silver Color  G=Gold Color
Ordering Example:    KH1t-b = Stock Halter Kit/Brown color    B12s = B12 buckle in silver color

If no color choice for items available in several colors is indicated on your order form, we will ship the most
commonly requested color for that item.

Units . . .
The “UNIT” column on your order form means how the item is packaged and sold—for example, “each”, “set”,
“pack”, “pair”, “sheet”, etc.

Etched Items
If you are ordering etched items such as buckles, slotted rings or hardware sheet assortments, we strongly
recommend that you cut the pieces out of the sheets with a fine pair of cutters, rather than bend them apart.
Bending can warp or break tiny parts. Cut 1 or 2 sides of the ‘frame’ off of the sheet, then snip out the parts
in strips, and cut the strips apart.

Special Orders
Some items not shown or expressly offered in our catalog may be special ordered. If you have a need for for
something in particular, please inquire.

We try to keep the information and pricing in this catalog up to date, but sometimes things get ahead of us.
Where there is a discrepancy, our online pricelist will take precedence:

http://www.riorondo.com/info/pricelists/ppricelist.html, downloadable at any time.

WELCOME!

http://www.riorondo.com/info/pricelists/ppricelist.html
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ORDERING INFO

Payment Terms . . .
Visa, Mastercard, AmEx, Discover & PayPal (USD Funds) accepted. Money Orders preferred, Personal Checks
accepted ($35.00 fee for all returned checks.) Please, DO NOT send cash!
Make checks Payable to “Rio Rondo Enterprises”. If your order is received with a balance due amount, some
items may not be shipped to balance the invoice.

Foreign Customers . . .
International Postal Money orders US Dollars ONLY are accepted as well as Visa, Mastercard, AmEx, Discover &
PayPal. Checks from US-Based dollar accounts accepted. All payments should be made in US Dollars (USD) funds.
NO FOREIGN CURRENCY. Customs duties may be assessed to your package upon delivery.

PayPal Customers . . .
When we receive your order (by mail, phone, web, fax, carrier pigeon, sled dog, etc.) we will invoice it up and
email (or call, if necessary) informing you of the total. The email will include instructions for sending payment
(to “outfit@riorondo.com”) via PayPal. Once we receive the payment, we will ship your order ASAP. Please be
sure to approve/whitelist “RIORONDO.COM” so you will be sure to receive any communications from us!

Shipping Schedule . . .
Most orders are processed and shipped within 5 days or less. You will be notified of any delays longer than 10 days. Orders
are shipped via US Postal Service (UPS shipping is available for some items/shipments.)

Refunds & Exchanges . . .
If any items arrive broken, damaged, with missing parts, incorrect items shipped or are otherwise unsatisfactory, please call
or email and let us know right away. An exchange or refund will be provided at our option, or credit towards a future order,
when the items are returned. No refunds or exchanges will be issued for books, or closeout/discontinued items.

Out of Stock Items . . .
We are not able to provide backorders for items that are out-of-stock at this time. The normal default policy is to exclude
(not charge, nor ship) items that are not currently in stock, unless we have other instructions from you. We do maintain a
waiting list for these items, and we can notify you via Email when they are back in stock.
Any refunds will be made via the same method by which you paid.

Special Shipping Rates . . .
Some items, or orders that are extraordinarily heavy, bulky or amount to a high value, may incur extra shipping charges.
We will notify you if that is the case before your order is shipped. 

DISCOUNTS
Some of our items are available at discount prices if purchased in quantity. Our discount pricelist is available upon request
or on our website. If you order items in ample quantity to qualify for discount rates, the discount will automatically be
applied to your order and you will be credited or refunded any difference in price. 

From time to time we offer special sales, discount coupons or other promotional programs, so keep your eye on our
website or subscribe to our Rio Rondo News List (www.riorondonews.com) for emails, to be sure you don’t miss out!

Gift Certificates
Gift Certificates are available in any amount and make the perfect gift or show prize for any model horse hobbyist you
know! Just specify the amount you wish to purchase a Gift Certificate for.. If you are redeeming a Gift Certificate online, just
type in the Certificate Number in the “Comments” box when you order. If redeeming by mail, send the certificate or write
in the Certificate number on your order form.

USA Shipments :
Regular* $8.50 under 13oz.
Priority* $11.50 13oz-2lbs
Priority $19.10 over 2lbs
Ground $12.00 (Duco Cement)

*Small packages over 13oz. ship at the
Priority or Ground rate as per USPS
regulations. Packaging larger than 12” in
any dimension will cost more.
Orders including Duco Cement glue must
be shipped Ground.

Canada :
$15.85 – weight up to 8oz.
$23.45 – weight up to 2lb. (32oz.)

Europe (EU):
$18.00 – weight up to 8oz.
$30.00 – weight up to 2lb. (32oz.)

Australia/Eastern Europe:
$19.40 – weight up to 8oz.
$30.25 – weight up to 2lb. (32oz.)

Kansas Residents:
your Local Sales Tax will
be applied to all orders.

Shipping & Handling Rates:Shipping & Handling Rates:

1First Class International service rate
2Limited to USPS Small Priority Box size at

this rate. Larger boxes will cost more.

For specific International locations,
please inquire

Special Shipping Rates may apply to some items and shipments, or to some locations.
•Most orders of small items will qualify for the lowest shipping rates for your location. 
•Items that weigh more or need to be boxed for safe shipment will incur higher shipping charges.
Typically those items may include Saddle Kits, Saddle Trees, Tools, Dyes and Leathers.

http://www.riorondo.com/info/newsfaq.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/newsfaq.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/pdf/RIODISCOUNT.PDF
http://www.riorondo.com/order/index.html
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WESTERN SADDLE KIT

samples shown crafted by K. Wiggins

KIT HARDWARE

T75 Trad Hardware Sheet $5.40 T85 Clas Hardware Sheet $4.65

Extra
Pattern Sheets

BKT1t Trad Pattern Sheet $2.50
BKT1c Clas Pattern Sheet $2.50
KM19 Instruction Booklet $4.00

With a few tools, supplies and a little time, you can
create your own miniature Western Saddle Set! The
basic kit includes all the leather, hardware, patterns,
saddle tree parts and illustrated instructions.
Natural-colored tooling leather is provided so you
can make your saddle either plain or decorated with
tooling and silver-colored plates. 

Features—
• Adjustable Front & Rear Cinches
• Working Buckles on all items
• Sizing Adjustments
• Realistic Detailing
• Optional tooling pattern provided

The kit can be modified to suit, and you can add all the trimmings
such as silver lace, corner plates, cantle plate, and horn cap to get
just the look you desire. The possibilities are endless!

For Ages 12 & Up, Adult Supervision & Assistance is highly recommended.

Kit Includes Saddle
Breastcollar 
& Bridle!

KWT1—Traditional Scale Saddle Kit—$35.00
KWC1—Classic Scale Saddle Kit—$33.5 0

Basic
Saddle From Kit

From Kit with
decorations added

Traditional

Classic

Basic saddle kits include hardware sheets, but you can purchase extra ones as well for
additional projects. Please note that Hardware Sheets include only the parts shown, they do
not include other items such as pins, jump rings, chain, etc. (Style of bit will vary.)

Tooling Film
Tooling film is a near-transparent
plastic film which easily accepts an
impression. Trace a pattern in pencil
onto this film, then place the film over
damp leather. Using a stylus tip, you can
easily impress the pattern into the
leather, to use as a guide for carving. 

Printed on card stock, you can cut
out the parts and trace them
many times over.

TF2—8.5 x 5.5” Sheet—$1.80 ea.
TF3—Scrap End—$1.00
(approx 2 ft’x 3.5” roll)

Kit Items also
Available
Separately

www.riorondo.com/kits/

http://www.riorondo.com/kits/index.html
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TREES & MORE KITS
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WESTERN BRIDLE

HUNT BRIDLE

SNAFFLE BRIDLE

Our Western Bridle Kit features
instructions that allow you to choose
from a one-ear or browband style
headstall, as well as the option to
make split, roping or romal reins. The
materials provided will create one
bridle of your style choice.

Available in Black, Brown or Rust Color

KWB2t Trad w/Etched Bit $8.50
KWB2c Clas w/Etched Bit $8.00

The Snaffle Bridle Kit features a cast
pewter bit (Trad Size) or an Etched
bit (Clas. size), with cavesson and
adjustable cheek and throatlatch
straps.

Available in Black, Brown or Rust Color

KEB1t Trad Snaffle Bridle Kit $9.50
KEB1c Clas Snaffle Bridle Kit $7.25

The Hunt Bridle Kit includes both
an etched Kimberwicke bit as well
as an etched Pelham bit, with a
headstall of simple cavesson styling,
and adjustable straps.

Available in Black, Brown or Rust Color

KEB2t Trad Hunt Bridle Kit $8.00
KEB2c Clas Hunt Bridle Kit $7.75

Decorative Buckles, Plates, Conchos
and other items are available

separately to create the miniature
tack item you’ve always wanted!

STOCK HALTERRio Rondo’s Bridle and Halter Kits are quick
and easy to assemble. They contain detailed
instructions and measurement charts so
there’s no guessing! Leather lace, hardware
and instructions are included in each kit.
(Exact style of hardware or bit may vary.)

AVAILABLE COLORS
K-Black  B-Brown  R-Rust   Y-Brandy

(Not all kits may be available in all colors)
When ordering, please specify the color . . . 

Example—KH1t-b is a Stock Halter Kit in BROWN
color

This basic halter kit makes a
super beginner’s project. Simple
instructions and quick assembly
will get you started on your first
tackmaking ventures in no time!
Available in Black, Brown, Brandy & Rust colors

KH1t- Trad Stock Halter Kit $5.50
KH1c-Clas Stock Halter Kit $5.50
Classic-sized kit fits trad-scale foals,
and smaller ponies.

www.riorondo.com/kits/

SADDLE TREE PARTS

TR326 Trad/1:9 Scale $10.00/set
TR522 Clas/1:12 Scale $9.00/set
TR616 Action/1:6 Scale $15.00/set
TR657 Thunderbolt/special* $13.75/set
TR744 Bijoux/1:18 Scale $6.00/set

TR328
Trad Tree Seat
$5.00/ea.

TR327
Trad Tree Front
$5.00/ea.

TR524
Clas Tree Seat
$4.50/ea.

TR523
Clas Tree Front
$4.50/ea.

TR522
TR326

Traditional Classic

Our Two-Part resin saddle trees make assembly easy. Trees can
be modified by sanding, carving, or adding sculpting putty to
make different styles of trees.

*Thunderbolt trees will need adjusting to fit

http://www.riorondo.com/kits/index.html
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ACCESSORIES KITS

JUMP CUPS

Use these resin jump cups to
easily place the rails on any
jump. Cups fit 3/8” square
wooden dowels.

ENGLISH ACCESSORIES KIT
Contains info
& supplies to create— Bell Boots

Running Martingale
Rundown/Gallop Boots

Jumping Boots
English Breastplate

KAC2t Trad $9.25
KAC2c Clas $8.75

BREASTCOLLAR KIT

WESTERN ACCESSORIES KIT

This kit contains materials and supplies to create one western
breastcollar of your choice—but oh, what a choice! Many styles
and variations to choose from to create a unique and special
breastcollar for just the right look. Save the patterns for future
projects!

Available in Traditional Scale Only

KBC1t Trad Breastcollar Kit $5.50

Contains info
& supplies to create—

Skid Boots
Splint Boots

Rope with hondo
Tie-Down
Hobbles

KAC1t Trad $9.25
KAC1c Clas $8.75

www.riorondo.com/kits/

Our favorite glue for tackmaking
projects and assembling leather parts.
Sets quickly.  1 oz. tube.

GL522—$5.00 ea.

DUCO CEMENT

Orders with Duco Cement cannot be
shipped outside of the continental USA,
and must be shipped via GROUND service.

POLISHING CLOTH
“Sunshine Cloth” puts the most brilliant
shine on any metal surface. Ideal for Rio
Rondo pewter castings, sterling silver,
jewelry and more!

size approx. 4.75 x 3.75”

HD20—$2.50 ea.

Some assembly required

A set contains the jump cups, cotter pins, chain
and jump rings for assembly. Jump cups come in
grey-colored resin, which can be painted any
color, as well as sanded, drilled, modified etc.

JC138 Jump Cups $4.50/pair

http://www.riorondo.com/supplies/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/supplies/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/kits/index.html
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CRAFTING TOOLS

HOBBY BLADES

Use as a handle for a variety of tools: bead
reamers, drill bits, even carbide scrapers. Can

even hold a stick pin to make a
mini awl. Comes with 2 double-
ended collets store inside the
handle.

TL801—$7.75 ea.

We call this tool “Offset
Tresser” as it is very
useful for sculpting manes and tails, and each end is offset/turned from
the other. Works on epoxy putty, clay and even tooling leather.

TL455—$3.50 ea.

TL1205 Tapered/5 pack $3.75/ea.
TL1215 Tapered/15 pack w/box $9.50/ea.
TL1305 Tapered/5 pack $3.75/ea.
TL1315 Tapered/15 pack w/box $9.50/ea.

TL1205

TL1305

Set of 6 5.5” long needle files in various
shapes to smooth off seams on pewter
castings, etchings, resin, plastic and more. 

TL472—$9.00/set
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PLIERS, CUTTERS 
& HEMOSTATS 

EUROTOOL® Slimline
Needle Nose Pliers
Features tiny tips with flat
jaws for attaching jump
rings, bending etched parts
and wire work.

TL721—$6.00

EUROTOOL® Slimline
Round Nose Pliers
Ultra-small round tips to
bend wire and etched parts.
Craft your own tiny jump
rings and buckles from wire
that are smaller than 1/16”.

TL722—$6.00

EUROTOOL®

Knotting Pliers
Our smallest-tipped needle-
nose type pliers. Fine, slender
jaws with a narrow profile.
These pliers do not auto-
spring open, so they can
hold a part when you set
them down. 

TL724—$8.00

TL826
Micro .025 tip—$2.50

TL830
Mini .030 tip —$2.50

PLASTISTATS
Affordable plastic hemostats
that glue doesn’t stick to—it
just pops right off. Serrated
jaws can be smoothed off or
shaped with a knife and
sandpaper.

TL782—$1.50

Hemostats
Hold items while the glue
dries so you can move onto
other steps. Straight-nose or
Bent-nose to keep parts off
your work surface. 5.5”
handles.
Straight-Nose  TL780—$7.75
Bent-Nose      TL781—$7.75

TWEEZERS
Fine-tipped tweezers help you pick
up small parts, crystals and beads,
and push parts into place while
gluing.

TL786–Straight—$2.25
TL788–Curved—$2.25

XURONTM 

MicroShear Flush Cutters
The best tool for cutting
apart our etched hardware
items. Cuts clean and close,
leaving minimal extra
finishing work.

TL723—$13.50

Bead Reamers

Sculpting Tool

PIN VISE

Needle File Set

Hobby Knife Handles come with blade & protective cap

TL101
Deluxe Plastic/Aluminum
Handle

$5.50-/ea.

TL102
Aluminum Handle

$3.75/ea.

EXCEL HOBBY KNIVES

TL102

TL101

www.riorondo.com/tools/

TL786

TL788

Enlarge holes in beads and etchings
with just a twist or two with a diamond
bead reamer. 1/8” shanks fit into a
CSH18 handle or TL801 Pin Vise.

http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
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CS01–Plain Round

CS02–Tapered Detail

CS03b–Round Chisel

CS04–Angled Round

CS05–Knife

CS06–Sharp Tapered

Cuts along a single plane without affecting material
behind it. Rounded tip can be used to scrape out
excess material in larger depressions. 

Get into small, tight areas to clean seams and add
detail where seams have been removed. Also useful to
clear filigree areas, and add small details such as
tendon grooves, wrinkles, etc. 

Hollow out ears, nostrils, and hoof bottoms by hand
with more control than high-speed rotary tools.
Particularly effective for small scales. 

Straight-edged blade tapering down in thickness at
the tip to get into tight, narrow areas. 

This shape has a variety of uses, most notably for
getting to areas nothing else will, Pointy tip with one
side rounded.

Straight edges can be used across seams. The corners
at the tip are very effective for texturing, etched
roaning work on paint jobs, and inscribing.

Resin ◊ Sculpey ◊ Fimo ◊ Plastic ◊ Epoxy Putty ◊ Bondo ◊ Wax ◊ Clay ◊ Ceramic Greenware ◊ Bisque ◊ Wood

Remove Seams & Flash ◊ Add Fine Detailing ◊ Carve ◊ Etch ◊ Incise ◊ Alterations ◊ Hollowing ◊ Deburring

As easy to use as a pencil!
Don’t just sand off all the detail around the seams!Our Carbide
Scrapers are the best hand tools you can get to help you clean and
remove seams from a variety of materials while preserving (or even
adding) detail to both cast copies and original works.
Sharp enough for very fine work, hard enough to carve epoxy putty
and retain their edge for a very long time, yet most of the shapes are
not prone to cutting skin.

Unlike hobby blades, solid carbide does not flex, which means there is little to
no “chatter” as you draw them across the material. 
Precision ground from micrograin carbide rod, these are specifically designed
with the artist in mind.

Carbide Scraper
Set

6 tips & 1 handle

◊ Whisk off seam lines in a fraction of the time it takes with sandpaper
or files

◊ Superior fine control for detailing compared to dremel burs or hobby
knives

◊ No more knife cuts!
◊ Carve in fine details along seam lines instead of just sanding them off
◊ Hollow out and carve ears, nostrils and hooves effectively
◊ Etch fine hairlines on surfaces
◊ Designed for years of use

This set of one handle and 6 interchangeable tips with a handy storage
case will help you will make all your prepping jobs easier! 
CS601 Set of 6 Tips & 1 Handle $97.00

Deluxe Carbide Scraper Set

Full set of 6 Carbide
Scraper Tips and 6
handles so you never
have to stop to
change a tip!
Includes a handy
storage case.

CS660
Set of 6 Tips & 6 Handles

$121.00

Single Scraper With Handle
The perfect starter tool—a CS01 Carbide Tip with a
handle to get you started. 
CS101 CS01 Tip &  Handle $21.00

Upgrade Kit
Upgrade to the full set of scrapers from the CS101
Scraper & Handle, Kit includes the remaining 5 Carbide
Tips and storage case.
CS601u CS02 thru CS06 tips & Case $76.00

Extra Handles
Get extra handles for your favorite tips. Aluminum body with 1/8” collet
tip. Fits other tools such as Dremel burs that have 1/8” shanks to convert
them into hand tools.

www.riorondo.com/tools/scrapers.html

CSH18 Scraper Handle $5.75 ea.
order 5 or more handles $5.10 ea.

Carbide Scraper Tips
sold individually 

$14.75

$14.75

$14.75

$14.75

$17.50

$14.75

http://www.riorondo.com/tools/scrapers.html
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BITS!WESTERN SPECIALTY

We find this product superior for attaching
bits compared to the customary tacky wax.

Sold in a handy dispenser pack of 450.

GL236 –450 Glue Squares– $8.50 each

3-Piece Bit
wider and
narrower

options are
available on

request
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Etched Metal

Riley 

W503—$2.75
W503m—$4.00

assembled

Seven

W414
$1.75

Wichita

W417
$1.75

Concho

W418
$2.35

Hawkeye

W501
$2.35

Clark

W502
$2.35

Gove

W504
$2.35

Harper

W505
$2.35

Barton

W506
$2.35

Brocade

W547
$2.35

Star

W554
$2.35

Salinas

W413
$2.35

Jr Cowhorse

W507
$2.35

Western Etched bit shanks available in Nickel Silver color only.

WC26s—$0.45

Slick Bar

WC27s—$0.45

Fine Bar

WC28s—$0.45
WC28g—$0.85

Drop Bar
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Cast Pewter

W401
$9.25

W402
$9.25

W404
$9.25

W405
$9.25

W406
$9.25

W407
$9.25

W408
$9.25

W412
$9.25

W431
$9.25

W432
$9.25

W433
$9.25

W434
$9.25

Western Snaffle

W409
$5.00

SPECIALTY BITS—TRADITIONAL SCALE

Cavalry 
Bit M1859

G721
$3.25

English 
Hackamore

G761
$2.00

Baroque 
Hackamore

G762s
$2.00

G762g
$2.60

Wheel 
Hackamore

G763s
$1.25

G763g
$1.35

Pinwheel 
Hackamore

G764s
$1.75

G764g
$1.35

Shoemaker 
Bit M1874

G722
$3.25

Baroque

G701s
$2.00

G701g
$2.60

Alta
Escuela

G702s
$2.60

*G702g
$3.25

Spanish

G703s
$2.60

*G703g
$3.25

Portuguese

G704s
$2.35

*G704g
$2.90

Mamluk

G705s
$2.35

*G705g
$2.90

Ends in “s” = Silver Color
Ends in “g” = Gold Color

Connector Bars are easily
added to any etched bit.
Just slip the hooks on the
rein loops and gently
pinch them closed. Sold
Individually. Trad. Scale.

Glue Dots® brand 3/16”
Removable Squares are fantastic
for temporarily attaching bit
shanks to your models.

•Leaves no residue on models
•Easy to remove
•Holds up in warm temps

These thin squares are useful for
tacking down wayward straps,
dolls holding reins, and many
other uses for both display and
model showing!

Connector Bars

“Riley” Bit
on a model

Rio Rondo’s finely detailed miniature bit shanks are ideal for your bridle projects. These bit shanks are
designed to temporarily attach with Removable Glue Squares or Tacky Wax (sold separately). All bits are
sold by the set (two pieces for left and right sides).

Etched Metal Bits—These bits are photo-etched from brass and then White or Gold plated for a
mirror finish. Etched bits are thinner than pewter.
Cast Pewter Bits—Cast from non-lead pewter with a color and sheen similar to silver when polished. 

WESTERN BITS—TRADITIONAL SCALE

WESTERN BITS
—CLASSIC SCALE

Glue Squares

www.riorondo.com/hardware/bits/

W420
$5.00
Pewter

W421
$5.00
Pewter

W427
$5.00
Pewter

Salinas

W423
$1.90

Seven

W424
$1.75

Concho

W428
$1.90

Wichita

W429
$1.75

A few bits will require some assembly to attach connectors,
conchos or bosses: W503, E611, G702, G703, G721, G722

Removable Glue Dots

Riley Connectors
W503n- narrow-$.60 ea
W503p-medium-$.60 ea
W503w- wide  -$.60 ea

http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/bits/index.html
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BITS!ENGLISH DRIVING
www.riorondo.com/hardware/bits/

TACKY WAX
HD10—$6.00 each

Hold bit shanks in
place temporarily
at the corners
of a model’s
mouth. 1 oz.
pot.

Pelham

E613s
$2.20

*E613g
$2.70

Short Pelham

E756s
$2.20

*E756g
$2.70

Kimberwicke

E606s
$1.75

*E606g
$2.10

In-Hand
Stud Bit

E617s
$1.10

*E617g
$1.30

Baucher

E619s
$1.85

*E619g
$2.30

Weymouth
Combo

E614s
$2.20

*E614g
$2.70

Short
Weymouth Combo

E757s
$2.20

*E757g
$2.70

Saddleseat
Hack Bit

E635s
$3.50

Round
Snaffle

E751s
$1.50

*E751g
$2.00

Half-Cheek
Snaffle

E754s
$2.00

*E754g
$2.30

Full-Cheek
Snaffle

E755s
$2.00

*E755g
$2.65

ENGLISH BITS—CLASSIC

Et
ch
ed

 M
et
al

Round
Snaffle

E601
$7.00

Eggbutt
Snaffle

E602
$7.00

Dee Ring
Snaffle

E603
$7.00

Pelham

E608
$9.25

Ca
st
 P
ew

te
r

Etched Metal

Etched Metal

Etched Metal

E621, E614, E757 & E787 are
Weymouth and Bridoon bits
connected together to simulate a
double bit/bridle required for some
english events.

DRIVING BITS—TRADITIONAL

DRIVING BITS
—CLASSIC SCALE

Liverpool

E610s
$2.20

*E610g
$2.70

Fancy
Liverpool

E632s
$2.20

*E632g
$2.50

Butterfly

E633s
$2.20

*E633g
$2.65

Short
Butterfly

E634s
$2.20

*E634g
$2.50

Fancy
Liverpool

*E625s
$1.85

*E625g
$2.30

Short
Butterfly

*E788s
$1.20

*E788g
$1.80

Buxton Bits include
connector bars.

Buxton Bits come
unassembled.

Buxton

E611s
$2.70

*E611g
$3.25

Assembled w/
loose rings

Weymouth

*E621s
$1.85

*E621s
$2.30

Short
Weymouth

*E787s
$1.85

*E787g
$2.30

Pelham

*E622s
$1.85

*E622g
$2.30

Short
Pelham

*E786s
$1.85

*E786g
$2.30

StudBit

E627s
$1.00

*E627g
$1.25

Baucher

E629s
$1.60

*E629g
$2.00

Kimberwicke

E626s
$1.50

*E626g
$2.00

Round
Snaffle

*E781s
$1.25

*E781g
$1.50

Half-Cheek
Snaffle

E784s
$1.35

*E784g
$2.00

ENGLISH BITS
All bits come in matched Left/Right sets

Ends in “s” = Silver Color
Ends in “g” = Gold Color

items marked with a * are
Limited Availability items

—TRADITIONAL

—TRADITIONAL

At the present time, these clips are produced with and
without “side-tabs”. The ones without can be glued on
easily using Super-Glue.

1/16”
Rope-Square

BC945
$.90/4

Rope-Round

BC946
$.90/4

“Brocade”

BC947
$.90/4

“Tempo Star”

BC954
$.90/4

“Southwestern”

BC950
$.90/4

3/32”
BIT CLIPS

Attach Bit Clips onto the ends of your bridle straps, and easily be able to change
bits whenever you like! Sold in sets of 4.    See our online tutorial.

Use the tabs to bend around the strap and
crimp, or snip them off and use super glue
instead to attach the clip. 

“Plains”

BC842
$1.00/4

Rope-Square

BC845
$1.00/4

Rope-Round

BC846
$1.00/4

“Brocade”

BC847
$1.00/4

“Southwestern”

BC850
$1.00/4

“Tempo Star”

BC854
$1.00/4

http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/bits/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html
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STIRRUPS

“Kansas” 
Western Stirrups

Cast Pewter stirrups come unfinished and unpolished. Sandpaper
and a polishing cloth or dremel are all that is required to obtain
a brilliant shine. 

Paint resin stirrups to
simulate wood, metal or
other materials (and colors)
for realistic looks

Resin printed stirrups are easily painted to look like wood, or metal.  Tan-colored
resin is easily painted to create a wood-toned appearance, or they can be covered
with leather. Grey-colored resin is easily spray painted metallic silver or other colors.

RESIN STIRRUPS

CAST PEWTER STIRRUPS
English

Stirrups
Engraved
Western Stirrups

US Cavalry
Stirrups

Spray Painting Resin Stirrups
www.riorondo.com/hardware/stirrups/spraypaint.html

Hand-Painting Resin Stirrups
www.riorondo.com/hardware/stirrups/resinstirrups.html

www.riorondo.com/hardware/stirrups/

SP801 Trad/1:9 Scale $4.25
SP843 Clas/1:12 Scale $3.75
SP866 Action/1:6 Scale $4.75
JX750 Bijoux/1:18 Scale $2.00

SP524 Trad/1:9 Scale $4.75
SP548 Clas/1:12 Scale $4.00
SP532 Action/1:6 Scale $5.25
JX784 Bijoux/1:18 Scale $2.00

SP24 Trad/1:9 Scale $5.50

Tan Resin

English Stirrups

SP310 Trad/1:9 Scale $4.50
SP324 Clas/1:12 Scale $3.75
SP361 Action/1:6 Scale $4.75
JX746 Bijoux/1:18 Scale $2.00

Grey Resin

“Oxbow” 
Western Stirrups

SP802 Trad/1:9 Scale $4.25
SP844 Clas/1:12 Scale $3.75
SP867 Action/1:6 Scale $4.75

Tan Resin
Tan Resin

Cast Pewter
Engraved
Western

Stirrups

SP25 Clas/1:12 Scale $4.75
Cast Pewter

Engraved Western
Stirrups

SP26 Lg.Bijoux/1:18 Scale $4.00

Cast Pewter

Twisted Wire
Western Stirrups

SP23 Trad/1:9 Scale $5.50
Cast Pewter

English
Stirrups

SP20 Trad/1:9 Scale $9.00
SP76 Raw Castings $5.00

Cast Pewter

SP20 Clas/1:12 Scale $5.00

Cast Pewter

All Stirrups are sold in pairs. 

Classic

Classic
Trad.

Large Bijoux

Item shown painted
metallic silver.

Portuguese/Spanish
Stirrups

SP527 Trad/1:9 Scale $4.75

Grey Resin

Item shown painted metallic silver.

For info on how to finish and polish cast pewter
items, see:

https://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html

Trad Scale Shown

Trad Scale Shown

Trad Scale Shown

Trad Scale Shown

Items shown are
approximate actual size
for the scale indicated.

Samples & Photo courtesy
of Jana Skybova

Raw/Unfinished SP76 will require hand-work

http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html
https://www.riorondo.com/hardware/stirrups/resinstirrups.html
https://www.riorondo.com/hardware/stirrups/spraypaint.html
https://www.riorondo.com/hardware/stirrups.html
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SADDLE PLATES

Get free info on how to add color,
crystals and “antiquing” effects to these

items!

www.riorondo.com/info/brochures/

Accessories sets include:

Gullet Plate
Latigo and Buckle Keepers
2 Stirrup Panels
2 Front Rigging Dees
2 Rear Rigging Dees
6 Breastcollar/Strap Dees
2 Rear Cinch Buckles
2 Cinch Slot Covers
2 Billet Tips

21 pieces in all.

Example of an entire Saddle
Accessories Plate Sheet. 

P141
5 Scallop
Floral

P142
2 Scallop
Floral

P143
Cusp Center

Floral

P144
5 Sweep Bar

P145
Rope Edge

Floral

P147
Brocade

P150
Southwestern I

P154
Tempo
Star

Designed by and manufactured exclusively for Rio Rondo,
from nickel-plated brass.

Etched Metal Corner Plate Sets
$10.00 each

Items shown on this page are depicted as computer-
illustrated renderings, as these parts are so sparkly
and shiny they are difficult to photograph!

Example of an entire Corner Plate Sheet.
Shown at approximate actual size.

$10.00 each
Saddle Accessories Plate Sets

PA143–Cusped Floral PA144–Sweep Bar PA145–Rope Edge

PA147–Brocade PA150–Southwestern I

Matches  P141, P142, P143 Matches P144 Matches P145

Matches P147 Matches P150

PA154–Tempo Star

Matches P154   

8 different corner plate sets, each featuring 2 Large, 4 Medium
and 4 Small pairs of plates, Horn Cap, Cantle Plate and 6
Saddle Conchos. 6 different matching Accessories Plate to help
complete coordinated tack sets. Nickel/Silver color only.

www.riorondo.com/hardware/corners.html

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/corners.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/corners.html
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BRIDLE & BREASTCOLLAR PLATES

You can check a model for fit, using the
images above. Simply place your model’s
hoof on the picture of the shoe. If it is
close (within about 1/16” or 2mm width)
it should fit. For length, if the shoe is too
long, it can be sanded off to fit.

If you are viewing this as a PDF file,
simply print this page at (100% scale) and
the pictures should be very close to the
size of the actual items. 

For the latest online news and information, online
tutorials, pricelists and more:

http://www.riorondo.com/info/

www.riorondo.com/hardware/centers.htmlwww.riorondo.com/hardware/longplates.html

A set of 10 matching plates to outfit a
coordinated Bridle & Breastcollar set. Two
Large 1/8” plates for a collar, with the
remaining plates in 3/32” width, ranging
from approximately 3/4” to 1.5” in length.  

These etched metal plates match many of our other
etched items to help you create coordinated tack sets. 

Detail View at 150% of actual size.

BP150–”Southwestern”–$4.60/set

BP147–”Brocade”–$4.60/set

BP146–Rope-Edge Round–$4.60/set

BP145–Rope-Edge Square–$4.60/set

BP142–”Plains”–$4.60/set

BP154–”Tempo Star”–$4.60/set

Bridle Plate Sets

PC141
Slick Edge
$1.00 ea.

PC293
Slick Square

95c ea.

PC318
Slick Square

95c ea.

PC365
Rope Square

85c ea.

PC425
Rope Square

85c ea.

PC146
Rope Edge
$1.00 ea.

PC142
Slick Edge
$1.10 ea.

PC147
Brocade
$1.10 ea.

PC150
Southwestern

$1.10 ea.

PC154
Tempo Star
$1.00 ea.

PC145
Rope Edge
$1.10 ea.

Center Plates Sold Individually

BREASTCOLLAR
CENTER PLATES

Attach the side panels of a breastcollar
directly to the loops on these plates. On
some styles, you can clip off the loops
and glue the plate in the center of a
one-piece collar.

www.riorondo.com/hardware/centers.html

PC139
Cast Pewter
$2.00 ea.

Trad

C60
Clas

C61

$8.50/set of 4

Fits Thunderbolt,
Sindy models, and
some Trad. Scale
draft molds.

Slider Set (for
reining horses)
includes 2 regular
Trad. Shoes and 2
Sliders for the hind
hooves

T-Bolt
1:6

C67

HORSE SHOES
Shoes attach easily with super-glue. Can be bent,
shaped and trimmed to fit.

www.riorondo.com/hardware/shoes.html

Trad

C62R

https://www.riorondo.com/hardware/shoes.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/centers.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/centers.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/longplates.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/longplates.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/centers.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/index.html
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SHOW HALTER SETS
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www.riorondo.com/hardware/longplates/showhalter.html

HP448 “Jewell” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–21 Pieces

HP457 “Kingsdown” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP451 “Hawkeye” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP452 “Meade” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP453 “Abilene” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP455 “Rawlins” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–25 Pieces

HP253 “Classic Abilene” $4.35/set
Classic Scale Show Halter Set–21 Pieces

HP458 “Neosho” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP459 “Trego” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP462 “Peketon” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP463 “Drover” $5.00/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–22 Pieces

HP259 “Classic Trego” $4.35/set
Classic Scale Show Halter Set–21 Pieces

Almost all the parts you need to create a
Western-Style Show halter with all the bling!
Choose from 10 different Trad. Scale designs
and 2 in Classic size. 

Each set contains enough
parts to create a fully
adjustable show halter, or
you can assemble your
halter in simpler styles. All
you need to add is the
leather lace, and a small
piece of chain and a jump
ring for the lead shank.

for some how-to info and tips:
www.riorondo.com/info/reference/tutorials/

Helpful Tutorials!
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HALTER & STABLE ITEMS
www.riorondo.com/hardware/longplates.html

Get free info on how to add color and “antiquing” effects
to these items!
www.riorondo.com/info/brochures/

Notes on Glues:
Interestingly enough, not all super-glues work
on our Etched Metal plates. We have had good
luck overall with “Kiss2” brand Nail Glue (easily
found wherever fingernail polish and decorative
items are sold), as well as “Loctite”, “Duro” and
“Devcon” brands. Another favorite in the shop is
“Aleene’s Jewelry and Metal Glue” which is a
super-glue gel.

If you find you have a super-glue that doesn’t
want to stick or hold, simply try another brand
until you find one that does. 

Super-Glue creates a fairly permanent bond,
and it is possible to damage the parts or the
leather if you try to remove them later. 

Alternatively you can use E6000 Glue, for a
semi-permanent bond that may be easier to
remove later if you wish. This glue may not hold
quite as well, so be careful handling your tack
to avoid having the decorations come off.

Artwork Shown At Approximately 65% of Actual Size

HP644-Stars HP646-Floral IHP642-Southwestern I

Here’s enough hardware to make Five Fancy Decorated Stock Halters! Parts include
Nosebands, Cheek Plates, Buckles, Slotted Rings, Tips, Keeper Covers, Rivet Covers and
hooks. Each set is a different design with the same basic theme. You can also use
some of the parts on other tack items as well! Available in nickel/silver color only. 

$16.00 eachHalter Plate Combo Sheets

H306s–Clas. nickel silver–$1.05/set
H306g–Clas. gold color– $1.20/set

H305s–Trad. nickel silver–$1.30/set
H305g–Trad. gold color – $1.55/set

Stable Halter
Name Plates

Add a nice touch to plain “stable halters”
with these name plates. There’s three sets of
plates, along with a little matching “ID Tag”
for each set. Available in Traditional and
Classic sizes.

ONLINE PRICELISTS ONLINE ORDER FORMS NEWS & INFO
www.riorondo.com/order www.riorondo.com/infowww.riorondo.com/info/pricelists

There’s lots more pictures and information online than we
can possibly fit into this catalog!

www.riorondo.com

A set of hardware with enough parts for one or two stable blankets, depending
on how many straps you use. Fits 1/4”, 3/8” or 1/8” wide ribbon or webbing
material. Silver color only.

STABLE BLANKET HARDWARE

Trad & Classic size:
HD825s–1/4” Silver–$4.80/set
HD825g–1/4” Gold–$5.10/set

4 “T-Bar” Buckle Sets
4 Strap Length Adjustors
2 1/8” Center-Bar Buckles

Large Trad/Draft/Action Scale:
HD838s–3/8”–$5.10/set

4 “T-Bar” Buckle Sets
4 Strap Length Adjustors

Bijoux/Scbleich/CollectA Size:
HD818s–1/8” Silver–$1.50/set
*HD818g–1/8”Gold –$1.65/set

4 “T-Bar” Buckle Sets
4 Strap Length Adjustors

1/4” (HD825) Shown Deluxe Large Trad/Draft/Action Scale:
HD841s–3/8” Silver Color–$5.25/set
*HD841g–3/8” Gold Color–$6.25/set

4 3/8 “T-Bar” Buckle Sets 4 Strap Length Adjustors
1 1/4 “T-Bar” Buckle Set 4 1/8 Buckles

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/blanket.html
https://www.riorondo.com/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/order/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/pricelists/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/longplates.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/blanket.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/longplates.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/blanket.html
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ARABIAN HORSE JEWELRY

Actual size of A877 sheet.
Large images on this page
are 200% (double) actual
size to show detail.

Attach chin
chains with jump
rings here

Attach lead
rope here

Lead Rope Hooks
Set of 7, various
A879s–$1.25 *A879g–$1.70
Authentic-looking hooks for Arabian
chain and woven nosebands.

Items designed by and
manufactured exclusively
for Rio Rondo, from nickel
and/or gold-plated brass.
Inspired by requests and
assistance from our
customers.

Use a jump ring to connect the
endcap to the halter rings here

Connect nose or
chin chains here

End Caps
4 styles–54 pieces
A878s–$5.20

*A878g–$6.10

Use these endcaps to attach chain nosebands
to the halter rings. Perfect for nosebands with
shark’s teeth or coin ornaments.  

Stars
28 pieces–2 styles
*A875s–$3.20
*A875g–$4.25
Popular stars can be used to adorn
a wide variety of items. Add
crystals for more color and beauty.  

Pectoral Plate Sets 
40 Pieces, various

A871s–$7.00 *A871g–$8.25
Pectoral Plates are designed to be the centerpiece
of a decorative breastcollar. Stack or cascade
them, combine them with pendants and adorn
them with charms, crystals or other items. 

Pendants
56 Pieces–Various
A870s–$7.00

*A870g–$8.25
Hang these pendants from bridle
parts or collars and use them to
add even more coins, charms
and other decor.

Suns & Moons
74 Items in various sizes
A874s–$8.00

*A874g–$8.45
Sunburst and Crescent Moon charms
to combine with other items for
classical design themes.

Seed Pods (Turkoman)
120 Small, 30 Large
A836s–$5.20

*A836g–$6.10
Traditional-theme decorative
charms for nosebands,
bridles and other tack.

Leaves & Baubles (Teke)
68 Leaves & 32 Connectors
A838s–$7.00

*A838g–$8.25
Chain these charms together for
cascades, attach them to Akhal-
Teke collars, breastplates and
more. Add crystals for color if
you like.

Fish (Marwari)–84 Pieces
A837s–$7.00

*A837g–$8.25
Traditional Marwari fish
charms to add to bridles,
collars, saddles and doll
outfits.

Connectors
3 Styles, 151 pieces
A876s–$7.00

*A876g–$8.25
Use small jump rings to
chain charms, coins and
other items together for
unique combinations

Medallions
36 Pieces
16 Large, 16 Small,
4 Connectors
A872s–$5.90

*A872g–$6.80
Attach multiple charms and
coins, string them together in
cascades, even attach crystals!

Sharks Teeth
217 Teeth–4 styles
A877s–$10.25

*A877g–$11.90
for Arabian Chain
Nosebands

Charms–58 Stars, 32 Tassels
A873s–$8.00

*A873g–$8.45
Mix and match with coins and
other items. Use with
connectors and other charms
to string items together.

Coins (with holes)
120 Small, 30 Large
A835s–$10.25

*A835g–$11.90
Perfect to add to all types of
tack and costume items or
hang from other charms and
danglies.

Tiny little coins, sharks teeth, charms and so much more to create
Arabian, Dancing Horse, Akhal Teke, Marwari, Turkoman and other
regional tack styles, or just make delightful “horse jewelry” items for
your models of any type you wish! These are perfect for adding
crystals or coloring for extra bling. 

You may need to craft your own jump rings or get our tiny JR23
rings for attachment. A bead-reamer or stick pin mounted in a pin
vise can help to enlarge holes as needed. Use cutters to easily  “nip
off” any extra loops you don’t need. Quantity Pricing available.

www.riorondo.com/hardware/arab.html

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/arab.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/pdf/RIODISCOUNT.PDF
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ARABIAN & IBERICO

IBERIAN, BAROQUE AND PORTUGUESE STYLINGS

Arabian Shark’s Teeth

Try your hand at jeweled
arabian nosebands with
these mini sheets of sharks
teeth. Each sheet contains 30
pieces (15 left and 15 right)
which is enough to outfit 2
nosebands, or a
collar/breastplate.

Designed by and manufactured exclusively for Rio
Rondo, from white or gold-plated brass and

inspired by our customers.

These Baroque-inspired theme ornaments are well-suited for decorative tack for Iberian
& Portuguese breeds (such as Lusitano), Friesians, and other genres and costumery. 

G911s–silver–$4.50
G911g–gold–$4.70

Adornos Ibericos
G912s–silver–$4.50
G912g–gold–$4.75

12 “Minisculo” (tiny)
10 “Pequeno” (small)
8 “Medio” (medium)
7 “Grand” (large)

(total of 37 Conchos)

Conchos Ibericos
Beautiful tiny conchos to add to your Iberian, Portuguese and Baroque-
themed tack sets. They also look stunning on Western tack items.

6 “Diamante” (Large)
6 “Triangulo” (Medium)
19 “Circulo” (Small)
(total of 31 Adornos)

Decorative adornments to add to bridles, breastplates, martingales
and other classical gear.

Deco Snaggle Teeth
A821s–silver–$2.20
*A821g–gold–$2.55

Talons
A823s–silver–$2.20
*A823g–gold–$2.55

Fangs
A824s–silver–$2.00
*A824g–gold–$2.30

Small Fangs
A826s–silver–$1.90
*A826g–gold–$2.15

Plain Snaggle Teeth
A822s–silver–$2.20
*A822g–gold–$2.55

Iberico Bits are on Page 7

IBERICO BUCKLES

1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

DB890s–$2.25/10
DB890g –$2.50/10

DB790s–$2.25/10
DB790g–$2.50/10

DB290s–$2.25/10
DB290g–$2.50/10

KEEPERS
1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

KP890s–$1.40/10
KP890g –$1.70/10

KP790s–$1.65/10
KP790g–$1.85/10

KP290s–$1.65/10
KP290g–$1.90/10

Wraparound Style KEEPERS
1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

KPT890s–$1.00/10
KPT890g –$1.10/10

KPT790s–$1.00/10
KPT790g–$1.10/10

KPT290s–$1.00/10
KPT290g–$1.10/10

Tops Only

Iberico Buckles
Iberico Buckles - IndividualSizes

Iberico Stirrups

Iberian-Style buckles in assorted sizes. Useful for many
types of   costumes or western items.

Strips of 10 buckles or keepers in all one size. Choose from keepers you wrap
around the leather straps, or tops-only that you can glue onto leather keepers.

DB390s–silver–$4.25

DB390g–gold–$4.90

(20 buckles total)

4—1/8” Buckles
10—3/32” Buckles
6—1/16” Buckles

Authentic-looking Baroque or Iberian-style buckle and keeper
sets. Depending on what tack items you are creating, you may

need 1 sheet of buckles for a basic set,
and up to 2 sheets for a fully outfitted
bridle and collar set-up.
G913s–Silver–$5.00

*G913g–Gold–$5.95

3—1/8” Buckles
9—3/32” Buckles
4—1/16” Buckles

(total of16 buckle sets)

this item is no longer available in gold color

Iberico Buckle 
& Keeper Sets

Portuguese/Spanish
Stirrups

SP527 Trad/1:9 Scale $4.75

Grey Resin

Item shown painted metallic silver.

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/arab.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/iberico.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/iberico.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/arab.html
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HARNESS ITEMS

CAST TERRETS
Cast Pewter

C30
$2.50/pr.

Trad

Single

HR45s
$1.20/pr

HR45g
$1.40/pr

Double

HR46s
$1.20/pr

HR46g
$1.40/pr

Double

HR93s
$1.25/pr

HR93g
$1.50/pr

Waterhook

HR47s
$1.20/pr

HR47g
$1.40/pr

Single

HR92s
$1.25/pr

HR92g
$1.50/pr

Waterhook

HR94s
$1.25/pr

HR94g
$1.50/pr

C31
$2.50/pr.

Clas
Fits 3/32” StrapsFits 1/8” Straps

Special buckles for adjusting the traces on light
or breastcollar type harnesses, Includes buckle
tongues.                      Sold by the pair.

Etched Terrets
mounted on a

surcingle.

ETCHED TERRETS
Etched Metal

3/32” 1/8”

TERRETS Terrets are placed on the “saddle”
portion of the harness (surcingle or
belly-band) and are used as rein guides.

Etched metal Harness Brasses can add just the
right touch to your harness creations. 

These older versions of our Harness
Brasses are a little bit larger than
their regular counterparts. 

Off-Size Versions
.25”/6.4mm widthClassic.33”/8.4mm widthTraditional

HARNESS BRASSES
Available in Pairs, in silver or gold color.

TRACE ADJUSTOR BUCKLES

HR261s–1/8” silver color–$1.75/set

HR261g–1/8” gold color–$2.00/set

HR271s–3/32” silver color–$1.50/set

HR271g–3/32” gold color–$1.70/set

HR281s–1/16” silver color–$1.25/set

HR281g–1/16” gold color–$1.35/set

HR251s–3/16” silver color–$2.20/set

HR251g–3/16” gold color–$2.40/set

HB805s–Silver–$0.85/pr
HB805g–Gold–$0.90/pr

Off-Size Trad Horsehead

HB809s–Silver–$0.85/pr
HB809g–Gold–$0.90/pr

Off-Size Trad Rosette

HB859s–Silver–$0.75/pr
HB859g–Gold–$0.80/pr

Off-Size Clas. Rosette

HB859s–Silver–$0.75/pr
HB859g–Gold–$0.80/pr

Off-Size Clas. Horsehead

HB832s–Silver–$0.85/pr
HB832g–Gold–$0.90/pr

Trad Celtic Knot

HB833s–Silver–$0.85/pr
HB832g–Gold–$0.90/pr

Trad Pinwheel

HB835s–Silver–$0.85/pr
HB835g–Gold–$0.90/pr

Trad Horsehead

HB839s–Silver–$0.85/pr
HB839g–Gold–$0.90/pr

Trad Rosette

HB872s–Silver–$0.75/pr
HB872g–Gold–$0.80/pr

Clas Celtic Knot

HB875s–Silver–$0.75/pr
HB875g–Gold–$0.80/pr

Clas Horsehead

HB879s–Silver–$0.75/pr
HB879g–Gold–$0.80/pr

Clas Rosette

Flat Top  $1.35/pk
2 long prong style
ST635s—Silver/20pk.

Domed Top $1.35/pk
2 long prong style
ST647s—Silver/20pk.
ST647b—Brass/20pk.

Add shiny metal studs to tack items. Short pronged studs will accommodate 2-3 oz. leathers, and
easily crimp on leather lace. Long pronged studs can be trimmed and bent to easily make “sliding
conchos”. Studs are 1/8˝ Diameter, except ST613 which are 3/32”, Stars are 3/16˝

Flat Top $1.80/pk
4 short prong style
(Approx 50)
ST611s—Silver/2gm.
ST611g—Gold/2gm.

Star Studs $1.35/pk
5 prongs
ST688s—Silver/10pk.
ST688g—Gold/10pk.

Mini 3/32 Domed
$1.35/pk
4 prongs-.5grams - 
(Approx 20)
ST613s—Silver/.5gm.
ST613g—Gold/.5gm.

STUDS

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/studs.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/harness.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/harness.html
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BUCKLES

3/16” wide cinch
1/8” latigo

PLAIN SQUARE–CLASSIC SCALE
GBW65–$0.75/pair

1/4” wide cinch
3/16” latigo

PLAIN SQUARE–TRAD. SCALE
GBW60–$0.85/pair

1/4” wide cinch
3/16” latigo

ROPE EDGE OVAL–TRAD. SCALE
GBW45–$0.85/pair

English Girth Buckles
These realistic miniature
girth buckles feature a cut-
out area to keep the buckle
tongue centered, and tabs at
the top to keep a roller (if
added) in place. The tabs can
be snipped off if not needed.

Optional equalizer rings help
even out the tension when
tightening up a girth.

ENGLISH GIRTH BUCKLES–TRAD. SCALE
GB18s–$1.40/4 GB1816s–$4.75/20

GB18g–$1.50/4 GB1816g–$5.55/20

GIRTH EQUALIZERS–TRAD. SCALE
GB19s–$1.65/4 pair

GB19g–$1.70/4 pair

ENGLISH GIRTH BUCKLES–CLAS. SCALE
GB332s–$1.35/4 GB33216s–$5.70/20

GB332g–$1.55/4 GB33216g–$5.60/20

GIRTH EQUALIZERS–CLAS. SCALE
GB34s–$1.25/4 pair

GB34g–$1.20/4 pair

1/8”

1/8”

3/32”

3/32”

Tongues not included

Packs of 20:
FB1s—Buckle Tongues-Silver Color-$1.50/20
FB1g—Buckle Tongues-Gold Color-$1.50/20

5-gram Packs: (about 100)
FB100s—Tongues-Silver Color-$5.00/5gm
FB100s—Tongues-Gold Color-$5.00/5gm

Buckle Tongues
Our buckle tongues are best suited for
larger-sized buckles such as 1/8� and 3/16�.
They may be too wide for  smaller sizes.
Beading wire can work to craft your own
tongues.

Add tongues to buckles before you cut
them off the frame...the frame gives
you more to hang on to for assembly.

Se
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The buckle is now ready
to attach to a strap.

Snip off the frame
portion.

Thread a tongue through
the hole and crimp it in
place., Trim for length.

Setting Up A Tongue Buckle

1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

Tongues not included Tongues not included

1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

1/16”

1/8”

3/32”

B4s–$1.55/4 B420s–$6.15/20
B4g–$1.85/4 B420g–$6.60/20

B10s–$1.55/8 B1020s–$6.15/20
B10g–$1.85/8 B1020g–$6.60/20

BT39s–$1.40/8 BT3932s–$4.80/32
BT39g–$1.60/8 BT3932g–$5.45/32

BT38s–$1.55/8 BT3832s–5.35/32
BT38g–$1.70/8 BT3832g–$5.80/32

BT37s–$1.50/8 BT3732s–$5.85/32
BT37g–$1.90/8 BT3732g–$6.35/32

BT83s–$1.40/8 BT8332s–$4.80/32
BT83g–$1.60/8 BT8332g–$5.45/32

BT82s–$1.55/8 BT8232s–$5.35/32
BT82g–$1.70/8 BT8232g–$5.80/32

BT81s–$1.75/8 BT8132s–$5.85/32
BT81g–$1.90/8 BT8132g–$6.35/32

BT96s–$1.40/8 BT9632s–$4.80/32
BT96g–$1.60/8 BT9632g–$5.45/32

BT95s–$1.55/8 BT9532s–$5.35/32
BT95g–$1.70/8 BT9532g–$5.80/32

BT94s–$1.75/8 BT9432s–$5.85/32
BT94g–$1.90/8 BT9432g–$6.35/32

B7s  –$1.35/6 B730s–$4.80/30
B7g–$1.60/6 B730g –$5.50/30

B6s –$1.40/6 B630s–$5.35/30
B6g–$1.70/6 B630g–$5.80/30

B5s –$1.45/6 B530s–$5.80/30
B5g–$1.80/6 B530g–$6.35/30

B63s–$1.40/6 B6330s–$4.95/30
B63g–$1.70/6 B6230g–$5.75/30

B62s–$1.50/6 B6230s–$5.40/30
B62g–$1.76/6 B6230g–$6.30/30

B61s–$1.55/6 B6130s–$6.00/30
B61g–$1.80/6 B6130g–$6.50/30

B13s–$1.35/6 B1330s–$4.80/30
B13g–$1.60/6 B1330g–$5.50/30

B12s –$1.40/6 B1230g–$5.35/30
B12g–$1.70/6 B1230s–$5.80/30

B11s–$1.45/6 B1130s–$5.80/30
B11g–$1.80/6 B1130g–$6.35/30

Square Buckles are ideal for making
buckles with rollers. Tongues not included

Square Center-Bar StyleOval Center-Bar Style

Domed Top Tongue/Heel Bar StyleSquare Top Tongue/Heel Bar StyleRound Top Tongue/Heel Bar Style

3/16” Buckles Center-Bar Style

Square Deco Center-Bar Style
UTILITY BUCKLES

Etched Buckles are Nickel or Gold plated brass.
s=silver color   g=gold color/plate

Miniature Buckles can be hard to find, but we have a large selection for all kinds of miniature
projects! We have both etched and cast versions, as well as plain and decorated.

1/16” = 1.5mm
3/32” = 2.5mm
1/8” = 3mm
3/16” = 4.7mm
1/4” = 6.2mm

1/16” Buckles fit 1/16” Lace
3/32” Buckles fit 3/32” Lace
1/8”  Buckles Fit 1/8” Lace
3/16” Buckles Fit 3/16” Lace

www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/

Western Cinch Buckles
Western buckles feature a cut-out area to keep
the buckle tongue centered with an extra bar
you can outfit with a roller (not included).
Silver Color only. Tongues not included.

Roller Buckle Tutorial

http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/tutorials/ROLLERS.JPG
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/kbt.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/girth.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/tutorials/ROLLERS.JPG
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/tutorials/ROLLERS.JPG
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DB154–$4.25

Decorative Etched Metal Buckle sheets
are designed to mix and match buckle
types to help more fully coordinate
tackmaking projects. 

HEEL BAR
BUCKLE SETS

3/32”HEEL BAR
BUCKLE SETS

“Heel Bar” style buckles require a tongue for
adjustment. These buckle sets include Keepers
and Strap Tips. Create the keepers by bending
the side tabs down and around, while the strap
tips are easily attached with super glue. 

Sets of 10 3/32” Heel-Bar buckles with keeper
tops and strap tips. Each sheet is all one
size/style. 

Each Sheet Includes:
4 = 1/16”
3 = 3/32”
2 = 1/8” 

9 Buckle Sets

Each Sheet Includes:
6 = 1/16”
10 = 3/32”
4 = 1/8” 
20 Buckles

“Center Bar” style buckles require no keepers
to keep the strap in place. They can be used
with or without tongues

CENTER BAR
BUCKLE SHEETS

DB147–$4.25DB146–$4.25 DB150–$4.25DB142–$4.25

DB342–$4.25 DB345–$4.25 DB346–$4.25 DB347–$4.25 DB350–$4.25 DB354–$4.25

DB145–$4.25

“Southwestern” “Tempo Star”“Plains” “Brocade”Rope-Edge
Round

Rope-Edge
Square

DB542–$4.25 DB545–$4.25 DB546–$4.25 DB547s–$4.25

“Plains” “Brocade”Rope-Edge
Round

Rope-Edge
Square

www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/

Iberico Buckles are on Page 15

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/deco.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/deco.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/deco.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/deco.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/deco.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/deco.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/buckles/index.html
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HARDWARE
Start your tackmaking ventures here with these essential basic
hardware items!

Traditional Cinch Rings: JR9 or 1/4” Rings
Classic Cinch Rings: JR7 or 3/16” Dee Rings
Traditional Halters: JR6
Classic Halters: JR5

DEE RINGS
Photo Etched Dee Rings are available in nickel &
gold plate. Dee rings will fit the corresponding size
of leather lace. 

s=nickel plate        g=gold plate

D116s 10/pk $1.65
D116g 10/pk $1.85
D11640s 40/pk $4.75
D11640g 40/pk $5.40

D332s 10/pk $1.75
D332g 10/pk $1.95
D33240s 40/pk $5.15
D33240g 40/pk $5.75

D18s 10/pk $2.00
D18g 10/pk $2.10
D1840s 40/pk $5.75
D1840g 40/pk $6.20

D316s 4/pk $1.40
D316g 4/pk $1.60
D31624s 24/pk $6.10
D31624g 24/pk $6.60

D14s 4/pk $1.55
D14g 4/pk $1.75
D1424s 24/pk $6.60
D1424g 24/pk $7.00

1/16”

3/32”

1/8”

1/4”

3/16”

HD2s Nickel Etched 4/pk $1.35
HD2g Gold Etched 4/pk $1.55
HD220s Nickel Etched 20/pk $4.50
HD220g Gold Etched 20/pk $5.50

HD7s Nickel Etched 4/pk $1.35
HD7g Gold Etched 4/pk $1.55
HD720s Nickel Etched 20/pk $4.50
HD720g Gold Etched 20/pk $5.50
HD12s Silver Color 6x10mm 3/pk $1.50
HD12g Gold Plate 6x10mm 2/pk $1.00

HOOKS & SNAPS

1/4” Square Jump Rings work
well for Trad. Scale Cinch Buckles
and Harness Projects. Available
in gold and silver color.

JRS14s/g 1-4 packs $2.00ea

5+ $1.75ea

1/4” Square Rings

Part numbers roughly correspond to the
diameter of each ring, in MM.
Available in silver and gold color.

JR9s/JR9g 1-4 packs $1.85ea.

5+ $1.50ea.

JR8s/JR8g 1-4 packs $1.75ea.

5+ $1.40ea

JR7s/JR7g 1-4 packs $1.75ea.

5+ $1.40ea

JR6s/JR6g 1-4 packs $1.50ea.

5+ $1.20ea

JR5s/JR5g 1-4 packs $1.25ea.

5+ $.95ea

JR4s/JR4g 1-4 packs $1.00ea.

5+ $.75ea

JR3s/JR3g 1-4 packs $1.00ea

5+ $.75ea

JR2s/JR2g 1-4 packs $.90ea

5+ $.70ea

JR1s/JR1g 1-4 packs $.90ea

5+ $.70ea

JR56s/g 1-4 packs $1.25ea

5+ $.95ea

JR45s/g 1-4 packs $1.25ea

5+ $.95ea

JR34s/g 1-4 packs $.90ea

5+ $.70ea

JR23s/g 1-4 packs $.90ea

5+ $.70ea

JUMP RINGS

1/4
3/16

1/4
3/16

Fits Lace:

3/16
1/8

1/8.
3/32

3/32
1/16

1/16

3/16

HD6s silver $2.80/ea
HD6g gold $3.25/ea

HD9s silver $2.00/ea
HD9g gold $3.00/ea

Standard-2mm—24” Long

Fine-1.3mm—18” Long

HD85s silver $2.25/ea
HD85g gold $3.00/ea

Fine-1.6mm—24” Long

CURB CHAIN

HD30s $1.70/4 HD30g $1.90/4

HD3020s $5.85/20 HD3020g $6.75/20

HD31s $1.55/4 HD31g $1.75/4

HD3120s $5.20/20 HD3120g $5.85/20

HD35s $1.70/4 HD35g $1.90/4

HD3520s $5.85/20 HD3520g $6.75/20

HD36s $1.55/20 HD36g $1.75/4

HD3620s $5.20/20 HD3620g $5.85/20

HD37s $1.25/4 HD37g $1.50/4

HD3720s $4.00/20 HD3720g $5.20/20

HD40s $1.50/6

HD40g $1.55/6

Etched Slotted rings are available in Nickel or Gold plate for the
most realistic halters possible. The size indicates the width of
leather the part will fit.

s=white plate        g=gold plate

1/8 ”

1/8”

1/8”

3/32”

3/32”

1/16”

SLOTTED HALTER RINGS

Shown smaller than actual size.

This assortment of etched items
contains over 150 parts, including
slotted rings, buckles, hooks and bits
in both scales. A perfect starter item
for any tackmaker!

T10s—nickel—$21.75
T10g—gold— $23.75

HARDWARE SHEET

www.riorondo.com/hardware/

Sold in Packs of 20

Sold in Packs of 4
Also check out the Bijoux
Pages for smaller hooks,
slotted and dee rings!

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/hsheet.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/slotring.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/hooks.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/jumpring.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/hooks.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/deering.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/index.html
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CONCHOS & 1:6 SCALE

See Page 9 for
more 1:6 scale
stirrup styles.

US Cavalry
Stirrups
Resin

SP532
Action/1:6 Scale
$7.00/pair

CL216 large $4.75
CS216 small $4.60

CL204 large $4.75
CS204 small $4.60

CL203 large $4.75
CS203 small $4.60

CL202 large $4.75
CS202 small $4.60

CL150 large $4.75
CS150 small $4.60

CL147 large $4.75
CS147 small $4.60

CL256 large $4.75
CS256 small $4.60

CL218 large $4.75
CS218 small $4.60

CL217 large $4.75
CS217 small $4.60

27 3/32” Conchos
14 1/8” Conchos
12 5/32” Conchos
53 Conchos in all.

18 1/8” Conchos
6 7/32” Conchos
4 1/4” Conchos
28 Conchos in all.

Transform the head of any pin into a decorative concho.  Just thread a bead onto a stick
pin, then pin the saddle parts together, as in our saddle kit! Also works with soft-metal
head pins for other decorative effects.CONCHO BEADS

CB7s—silver—$1.65/dz

CB7g—gold—$1.65/dz

CB19s—silver—$1.00/6

CB19g—gold—$1.25/6

CB1930s—$3.50/301/8” Etched

3/16” Etched5/32” Etched

4.5mm
Cast

CB55–”Lawman”-pk/6–$1.35

CB35–”Lawman”-pk/6–$1.35

CB33–”Texas Star”-pk/6–$1.35

CB38–”Berry”-pk/6–$1.35

Shown at 
200% size

Filigree

“Brocade”

“Southwestern” Oval Rope-Edge

Round Rope-Edge

“Plains”

Berry

Diamond

Square

Tempo Star

Items shown at 150% of
actual size to show detail

A
ctual size of Sheets

www.riorondo.com/hardware/conchos.html www.riorondo.com/action/index.html

CS—Small Concho sheets CL—Large Concho sheets

Conchos are available in 9 different decorative styles to
match many of our other items. Each sheet features the same
concho design in 3 different sizes. Between the large and small
sheets for each design, there are 6 graduated sizes you can use

for all kinds of projects. 

Add them to bridles, breastcollars, saddles and doll clothing items. Stack
them on bits and other plates to make new and unique combinations.
They can also be domed, colorized, and have crystals added to them

ETCHED METAL CONCHOS

Action Scale 1:6 Items

$4.00/sheet

These cast pewter bits include a mouthpiece for open-mouthed
models. “Parts Sets” are for models that have closed mouths.

1:6 Scale Western Saddle
Trees are on Page 3

Kit includes leather, hardware,
pattern and instructions to craft
one stock halter

US Cavalry Bit

CAV16 - Temporarily
Unavailable

Salinas Bit

SAL16-assembled- $10.00
SAL16p-parts set- $9.00

Grazing Bit

GRAZ16-assembled-$10.00
GRAZ16p-parts set- $9.00

Shown smaller than actual size.

1:6 Scale
STOCK HALTER KIT

KH8k-Black KH8b-Brown
KH8r-Rust KH8y-Brandy

$6.50 ea.

Kit includes leather, hardware,
pattern and instructions to create a
western bridle with some options.
BIT NOT INCLUDED! 

1:6 Scale
WESTERN BRIDLE KIT

KWB16k-Black KWB16b-Brown
KWB16r-Rust KWB16y-Brandy

$6.80 ea.

1:6 Scale (Action) items fit Marx Thunderbolt, Sindy, Blitz
and other similar models suitable for action figures.

https://www.riorondo.com/action/index.html
https://www.riorondo.com/action/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/conchos.html
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Bijoux Baubles

enlarged view 
to show deco

D212s–Decatur $3.40/sheet
D212g–Decatur $3.65/sheet

D213s–Atwood
$3.40/sheet

D215s–Reno
$3.40/sheet

D218s–Jewell
$3.40/sheet

DB942s–Decatur–.05” $1.25

DB952s–Decatur–.032” $1.10

DB943s–Atwood–.05” $1.25

DB953s–Atwood–.032” $1.10

DB945s–Reno–.05” $1.25

DB955s–Reno–.032” $1.10

HD33
on 1:18

HD33
on SM

JX972
on 1:18

JX961
on SM

HD32s–Large BJ 3-Slot Rings $1.35/10
HD32g–Large BJ 3-Slot Rings $1.50/10

HD33s–Small BJ/BB 3-Slot $1.35/10
HD33g–Small BJ/BB 3-Slot $1.50/10

HD38s–2-Slot Rings BJ/BB $1.35/10
HD38g–2-Slot Rings BJ/BB $1.50/10

HD52s–Utility Hook $1.15/12
HD52g–Utility Hook $1.20/12

HD57s–Halter Hook $1.15/12
HD57g–Halter Hook $1.20/12

HD818s–Blanket $1.40/4 sets
HD818g–Blanket $1.50/4 sets

JX266s–Riley Rings $1.00/4
JX266g–Riley Rings $1.20/4

“Bitty Bijoux” (BB) Scale
(Range 1:24–1:32)

Breyer Stablemates and SimilarMake tiny halters with our etched slotted halter rings.
Available in silver color for small scale models. HD33
and HD38 work for either 1:18 or SM scales. Riley Rings
can be used for breastcollar centers and more.

Measurements indicate internal
width, and the size of strap that
will fit. The side-frames are
decorated and can be used for
keepers.

Set of 46 mini Dee
rings in 6 sizes: 

4-1/8”
5-3/32”
6-1/16”
7-.05”
8-.04”
8-.032”

Measurements indicate
width of strap to fit.

HARDWARE
UTILITY

BUCKLES
DECO

BUCKLE TOPS

DEE RINGS

HD37 shown for size comparison

Sold in sets of 8

200%
views

B9s–Oval Buckle–.05” $1.20/10
B9g–Oval Buckle–.05” $1.40/10

B14s–Sq. Buckle–.057” $1.20/10
B14g–Sq. Buckle–.057” $1.40/10

B15s–Sq. Buckle–.05” $1.20/10
B15g–Sq. Buckle–.05” $1.40/10

B17s–Sq. Buckle–.032” $1.20/10
B17g–Sq, Buckle–.032” $1.40/10

B13 shown for size comparison

Measurements indicate width of
strap that will fit.

BIT SHANKS

English
Hackamore

JX946s
$1.40/2pr

Wheel
Hackamore

JX947s
$1.15/2pr
JX947g
$1.35/2pr

Conchita 

JX902s
$1.40/2pr

Hawkeye

JX903s
$1.40/2pr

Salinas 

JX971s
$1.25/2pr

BB Round
Snaffle 

JX911s
$1.05/2pr
JX911g

$1.30/2pr

BB Dee
Snaffle 

JX912s
$1.05/2pr

BB
Half-Cheek 

JX913s
$1.05/2pr

BB
Pelham

JX915s
$1.30/2pr

BB Weymouth
Combo

JX916s
$1.30/2pr
JX916g

$1.50/2pr

BB
Butterfly

JX917s
$1.30/2pr
JX917g

$1.50/2pr

BB
Hackamore

JX918s
$1.30/2pr

Plain Snaffle

JX921s
$1.20/2pr
JX921g

$1.40/2pr

BB Atwood
Snaffle

JX953s
$1.10/2pr

BB 
Bitty Atwood

JX963s
$1.35/2pr

BB 
Bitty Rose

JX964s
$1.35/2pr

Atwood
Snaffle

JX983s
$1.15/2pr

Reno
Snaffle

JX985s
$1.15/2pr

Riley
Snaffle

JX986s
$1.15/2pr

Jewell
Snaffle

JX988s
$1.15/2pr

BB 
Bitty Reno

JX965s
$1.35/2pr

BB 
Bitty Stella

JX969s
$1.35/2pr

BB 
Bitty Salinas

JX961s
$1.20/2pr

BB 
Bitty Decatur

JX962s
$1.30/2pr

Dee Snaffle

JX929s
$1.15/2pr

Liverpool

JX941s
$1.40/2pr
JX941g

$1.60/2pr

Butterfly

JX942s
$1.40/2pr
JX942g
$1.60/2pr

Full-Cheek

JX922s
$1.30/2pr

Half-Cheek

JX923s
$1.30/2pr

SS Hack Bit

JX924s
$1.30/2pr

Pelham

JX925s
$1.40/2pr

Weymouth
Combo

JX926s
$1.40/2pr
JX926g
$1.65/2pr

Kimberwicke

JX927s
$1.25/2pr

Stud Bit

JX928s
$1.25/2pr
JX928g
$1.45/2pr

Decatur 

JX972s
$1.25/2pr

Atwood 

JX973s
$1.40/2pr

Reno 

JX975s
$1.40/2pr

Prairie Rose 

JX974s
$1.40/2pr

Seven 

JX977s
$1.25/2pr

Stella 

JX979s
$1.40/2pr

Bi
tty

 B
ijo

ux
/S

M 
Bi

ts

Bijoux/1:18 Bits

www.riorondo.com/bijoux/index.html

Actual
Size

Sold in packs of
2 bits per package.

“Bijoux” (BJ) Scale 1:18
CollectA, Schleich, Safari Ltd, Mojo, and

similar-sized models

CollectA® ◊ Schleich® ◊ Safari Ltd.® ◊ BreyerTM Paddock Pals ◊ StableMates ◊ Peter StoneTM Pebbles

Items shown at
approximate actual
size unless noted. JHP15s–Hardware Strip–$1.25/each

Slotted rings, buckles & hooks to make
halters and test out some parts!

Halter Hardware Strip

Venti Resins

1/8” Blanket Buckles

https://www.riorondo.com/bijoux/index.html
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shown approx 2x actual size

JX750
$2.00/pr

“Kansas”Western
Stirrups

ENGRAVED
Western Stirrups

Tan
Resin

Bend the stirrup forms to shape, and connect them across
the top with a stick pin or head pin. They can also be
used as a decorative covers for stirrups made of leather,
or cut apart and used to decorate just the outside of a
stirrup.

1:18/Bijoux size stirrups are
easily assembled by removing
the treadplates, then gluing
them to the bottom of the
stirrup frame with super-glue.

Atwood 

JX733s
$1.25/1pr

Decatur 

JX732s
$1.25/1pr

Reno 

JX735s
$1.25/1pr

JX743s–Silver Stirrups–$1.40/1pr
JX743g–Gold Stirrups–$1.75/1pr

STIRRUPS

English Stirrups

Matching One-Ear plates go with our rails for
small-scale bridles. This special shape will
bend to nicely fit around most ears...just trim
the extra length from each end. Can be glued
in place or add sliding loops to the ends.

ONE-EAR PLATES

RA592s–Decatur–$1.35/set

RA593s–Atwood–$1.35/set

RA595s–Reno–$1.35/set

RA597s–Rope–$1.35/set

RA596s–Riley–$1.35/set

RA581s–Diamond–$1.35/set

Bijoux 1:18

Bitty
Decatur

JX762s
$1.20/2pr

Bitty
Atwood

JX763s
$1.20/2pr

Bitty
Reno

JX765s
$1.20/2pr

Bitty/SM

The “Assortment” sheet features one pair of each of
4 sizes, in each of the 3 deco themes (total of 12
pair). Pick the sizes you need that fit your saddles.

JX340s–BJX Corner Asst.–$5.75/sheet

Decorative 
Saddle Corner Plates

JX332s–Decatur
$1.40/2 sets

JX333s–Atwood
$1.40/2 sets

JX335s–Reno
$1.40/2 sets

JX362s–BB Decatur
$1.20/2 sets

JX363s–BB Atwood
$1.20/2 sets

JX365s–BB Reno
$1.20/2 sets

Bijoux/1:18 Bitty/SM

Three-Piece design allows you to fit these cantle plates to various
sizes and curvatures of western saddle cantles. The center panel can
be placed between or on top of the side panels to adjust for length.

CANTLE PLATES

Decorated narrow strips that can be cut to any length to
add to small-scale halters, bridles and breastcollars, as
well as be used for buckle keepers and saddle trim. Two
2-inch long strips per set.

Bridle & Halter Rails

Saddle
Accessories Sets

Add corner plates to
your western
saddles. Each sheet
contains pairs of
corner plates in 4
sizes to mix and
match on both
Bijoux and Bitty/SM
sized tack. 

Items shown at approximate actual size
unless noted.

Cantle Plates and extras to outfit 2 saddles
in Bijoux/1:18 scale. Each sheet includes 30
parts, including conchos, slot covers, cinch
and latigo keepers and gullet plates.

50% actual size

JX342s Decatur–19 Pair
$7.00/sheet

JX343s Atwood–19 Pair
$7.00/sheet

JX345s Reno–19 Pair
$7.00/sheet

JX322s–Decatur–$3.70/ea. JX323s–Atwood–$3.70/ea. JX325s–Reno–$3.70/ea.

Actual Size

www.riorondo.com/bijoux/index.html

CollectA® ◊ Schleich® ◊ Safari Ltd.® ◊ BreyerTM Paddock Pals ◊ StableMates ◊ Peter StoneTM Pebbles

Venti Resins

SP26–$4.00/pair
Cast Pewter Stirrups

Large
Bijoux Scale

Approx.
Bijoux Size

Grey Resin

Decatur

JX572s
Atwood

JX573s
Reno

JX575s
Riley

JX576s
Rope

JX577s

$1.45/4

1:18 Bijoux scale Western Saddle Tree set in resin
for small-scale models ranging from 3 to 3.5” high
at the withers. Can be sanded, carved, trimmed or
built up with putty to customize.

TR744 Bijoux Tree $6.00/set

Bijoux
WESTERN SADDLE TREE

New Resin English Stirrups
on Page 9

https://www.riorondo.com/bijoux/index.html
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LEATHER WORKING

DYE3k
Coal Black

Tooling
Calf

Tooling
Cow

DYE3bb
Bison Brown

DYE3rt
Range Tan

DYE3dm
Dark

Mahogany

DYE3jb
Java Brown

DYE3ct
Canyon Tan

DYE3tb
Timber Brown

Natural
undyed
leather

We now offer Tandy’s Eco-Flo water-based
dye colors for your leather projects. These
dyes are suitable for tooling leather
(vegetable-tanned) and will produce good
quality colors. The dye colors can be
mixed or thinned to create custom shades
and tints. 

We recommend application with a piece
of cloth (such as old t-shirt material, and
rubbing the color in a circular motion,
making sure that no pigment residue
remains on the surface. Two or three coats
can be applied to darken or intensify the
color as desired. 

Once the leather has dried, apply one or
two coats of your choice of leather
finishes to help protect the surface.

$10.50—4.4 oz.bottle Leather is a natural product, so it is important to
know that all leathers will feature a certain amount of
inconsistency, due to the uniqueness of the animal the
leather came from. Scars, wrinkles and other small surface
imperfections, as well as variations in thickness and texture,
are all natural aspects of leather. Tooling leather in
particular is subject to a certain amount of surface
inconsistencies, although most can be tooled over, and dyed
with no problem
In regard to leather lace, splices may be found here and there
and are standard in the manufacturing procedure. (There are
no cows that we know of that are 25 yards long.)

SWIVEL KNIFE & BLADES POUNCE WHEEL
Swivel Knife
The right tool designed for the right job! Make
graceful cuts and carve designs in leather easily
with this adjustable-height swivel knife. Comes
with a 3/8” straight blade.

TL150—$22.00

1/4” Angled Blade
The ideal blade for fine detail work and
carving small designs.

TL1514—$11.00

Tooling Film
Tooling film is a near-transparent plastic film which
easily accepts an impression. Trace a pattern in pencil
onto this film, then place the film over damp leather.
Using a stylus tip, you can easily impress the pattern
into the leather, to use as a guide for carving.

LEATHERWORKING TOOLS

Leather stamps are used to
leave an impression on
tooling leather to help form
larger patterns and designs.
Our selection features small
Craftool stamps that work
well for miniature carving
projects. Use with a wooden
or rawhide mallet to avoid
damaging the tools. 

This rolling wheel has 24 teeth per inch, to create
evenly-spaced tiny “stitch hole marks” to add
detail to saddles and many other tack items. 
5.25” handle with 1/4” wheel.

LEATHER STAMPING TOOLS—$10.50/ea.

Fiebing’s Tan-Kote
Glossy Finish

#DYE441 $11.25/4 oz.bottle

Tandy Eco-Flo Super Sheen
Glossy Finish

#DYE442 $11.25/4 oz.bottle

Stamps shown at approximately 125% of actual size.

LEATHER DYES & FINISH

Leather Finishes
Apply a protective finish coating to prevent dirt smudges
and seal dye colors.

www.riorondo.com/supplies/dyes.html

www.riorondo.com/tools/

www.riorondo.com/leather/

Dyes are only suitable for vegetable-tanned
leathers, which include Tooling Leather, Skiver
and Natural-colored leather lace.

Tandy Eco-Flo Satin Sheen
Matte Finish

#DYE443 $11.25/4 oz.bottle

Tandy Eco-Flo Carnauba Cream
Satin Wax-based Finish

#DYE444 $11.25/4 oz.bottle

TL6935 TL6770

TL6233 TL6236TL6102

TL6858TL6851

TL6724 TL6706

Beveler
Camouflager

Pear Shader
Smooth

Mulefoot
Pointed

Mulefoot
Round

Small
Seeder

Large
Seeder

Pear Shader
Textured

Flower/
Seeder

TL162—$12.50

BEAD PICK/AWL

The sharp tiny tip on this Bead Pick will allow you to
snag the tiniest beads, as well as easily poke holes
through thin leathers. 6.25” long with Soft-Grip handle.

TL843—$3.35

TF2—8.5 x 5.5” Sheet—$1.80 ea.
TF3—Scrap End—$1.00
(approx 3’x 3.5” roll)

http://www.riorondo.com/supplies/dyes.html
http://www.riorondo.com/tools/index.html
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LEATHERS

1/16”

.5mm

1mm

3/32”

1/8”

3/16”

1/4”

1.5mm

2.7mm

3mm

4.7mm

6mm

Black

Brown

Dark Brown

Brandy

Rust

Natural

Dun

Red

SUEDE COLORS
Luxurious pigskin or goatskin suedes are the choice for seats on
western saddles, and decorative trim for color-coordinating tack
items with inlays or overlays. Great for costumes, doll clothing
and accessories. Color selection will vary. Approx .7mm thick.
LS2(color)–5x6”–$3.25/ea. LS4(color)–6x10”–$6.50/ea.

LS3(color)–2x2.25”–$ .50/ea.

LEATHER LACE

Round lace is ideal for
reins, bridles and special
projects. Most beads will
fit the .5mm lace, while
the larger size beads will
fit the 1mm lace.

*some beads may require an awl to open up the holes a little to fit on the lace. Please
note also that the diameter will vary, and this product, like many other leathers, is
not always consistent.

ROUND LACE
Matte Gloss Dark

Size Price Black Black Brown Brown Brandy Rust Natural
1mm $1.35/yd RL1k RL1sk RL1db RL1b RL1y RL1r RL1n
.5mm $1.35/yd RL05k RL05sk RL05db RL05b RL05y RL05r RL05n

FLAT LACE
Size Black Brown Brandy Rust Natural
1/16” LL116k/$2.65 LL116b/2.65 LL116y/2.65 LL116r/2.65 LL116n/2.65
3/32” LL332k/$3.25 LL332b/3.25 LL332y/3.25 LL332r/3.25 LL332n/3.25
1/8” LL18k/$3.50 LL18b/3.50 LL18y/3.50 LL18r/3.50 LL18n/3.50
3/16” LL316k/$5.10 LL316b/5.10 — LL316r/5.10 LL316n/5.10
1/4” LL14k/$6.00 LL314b/6.00 — LL14r/6.00 LL14n/6.00

FLAT LACE - Special Colors

Size White Red Dun
1/16” LL116w/2.90 LL116rd/2.90 LL116d/1.00
3/32” LL332w/3.50 LL332rd/3.50 —
1/8” LL18w/3.85 LL18rd/3.85 LL18d/1.50
3/16” LL316w/5.50 — LL316d/3.00
1/4” LL14w/6.40 — —

It is difficult to describe the precise differences in looks, touch, feel,
suppleness and so forth in mere text. The best way to assess various
leathers is to try them out. Even among the same type of leather,
there can be variations which lend themselves better for some
projects than others. 

Leather Lace is a “must have” item for every tackmaker. Bridles, halters,
straps and more are easily crafted from lace. All of our flat lace is currently
made from kangaroo; round lace may vary. Natural colored lace can be dyed,
although results will vary.  Flat lace avg. .9mm or 1/32” thick. Wider laces
tend to be a little thicker. All Lace is Sold by the yard (or .91 meter).

K–Black
DB–Dark Brown
FG–Forest Green

BL–Royal Blue
BG–Burgundy
CH–Chocolate

TQ–Turquose
CR–Cream
SN–Sand

Suede Color Selection Key

www.riorondo.com/leather/

LCT8 –Calf 8.5x5.5” $8.00
LT13 –Calf seconds $4.50

LT2 –Cow 8.5x5.5” $12.00
LT4 –Cow  seconds $5.75

Blemished pieces or “seconds” have some imperfections, yet are
generally still suitable for tooling, and projects where you can work
around or avoid the lesser area.

Vegetable-Tanned tooling leathers are the proper choice for items
such as western saddles, breastcollars and similar items. Tooling
leather is designed to be carved, tooled and stamped. Comes in
natural (beige) color, suitable for dying to your desired color.
Since leather is a natural product, there will be some variance in
the top (grain) surface in terms of color, grain and texture, with
occasional small scar marks.

TOOLING LEATHERS

Tooling Cow Euro-Veg Tooling Cow

Tooling Calf

SHEEPSKIN SKIVER
Thin soft, supple veg-tanned sheepskin skiver is ideal for covering
saddle shoulders, linings for cinches/breastcollars, and crafting
accessories such as boots. Also suitable for very small scale items.
Natural-colored skiver can be dyed and can be stamped or
carved. Sold in 5x6” and 10x6”pieces. Approx. .75mm thick,
LK2n–Skiver 5x6”– $4.25 ea.    LK4n–Skiver 10x6”– $9.50 ea.

We select our leathers specifically for their suitability for
use for miniatures, and specialize in providing them to you
in small pieces that are suitable for small projects. To see
color samples, please check our website at:
http://www.riorondo.com/leather.

Quantity Pricing
available for 5 yards or
more of the same lace.

This is the leather we use in our
Saddle Kits. Firm-bodied and
approx. 1/16” or 1-1.2mm thick,
Tooling Cow has a moderately crisp
feel to the surface, and holds clean
impressions. 8.5x5.5” piece.

Tooling calf runs .9-1.1mm with a
soft, buttery hand, fine surface grain
and some “drape”. May include
some surface imperfections.

LVT18–Euro-Veg 8.5x5.5” $9.75
LVT21–Euro-Veg seconds $5.00

Euro-Veg leather is slightly
thinner (.9-1.1mm) than tooling
cow, and has a somewhat softer
feel than standard Tooling Cow.

GTF7–Fine Tooling Goat 
8.5x5.5” $5.00

Fine Tooling Goat
Very thin .6mm veg-tan leather
that is firm-bodied with a tight
surface grain and crisp hand.
This leather is suitable for
projects where our other tooling
leathers may be too bulky.
Tooling Goat generally does
include some surface color
variance.

CHAMOIS
Ultra-soft buff-colored chamois leather is ideal for simulating
sheepskin lining on saddles as well as for use on costumes and
trim on doll clothing.
LCH2 –5x6”– $3.50ea. LCH4–6x10”– $7.00ea.

TL–Teal
IV–Ivory
RT–Rust

WT–White
RD–Red
CL–Coral

LKIP2–Black Kip—5x6” $4.00 LKIP4–Black Kip—6x10” $8.00

Veg-tanned black Kip leather is drum-dyed black, and has a firm body
and medium hand. Black Kip is thick enough to be used for western
saddles, and can be stamped over the coloring, and skived to be thinner.
Semi-matte finish with a fine grain. About 1mm thick.

Black Kip Leather

http://www.riorondo.com/leather/index.html
http://www.riorondo.com/leather/index.html
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Use BD824 Crimp
Covers to add more
dimension to etched
bit shanks. 

BD217s silver plate $1.25
BD217g gold plate $1.25
BD217c copper plate $1.25
  BD217k gunmetal black $1.25

BD320s lg. sterling silver $2.00
BD320g lg. gold filled $3.25
BD322s sm.sterling silver $2.00

BD25s silver plate $1.35
BD25g gold color $1.35

BD26s silver plate $1.70
BD26g gold color $1.70

Round Beads Ferrule Beads Crimp Covers
Micro Round Beads
Tiny beads that are .8mm interior diameter, and fit .5mm
round lace or thread. Sold in packs of 50 beads.

Barrel Beads
Small beads with 1.3mm I.D. Fits 1mm round lace, except
silver color which run a little smaller. Sold in packs of
25 beads.

BD824s silver plate $1.50/.73gm
BD824f steel color $1.50/.73gm
BD824g gold color $1.50/.73gm
BD824c antique copper color $1.50/.73gm
  BD824k gunmetal black color    $1.50/.73gm

BD832s silver plate $1.50/20
BD832f steel color $1.50/20
BD832g gold color $1.50/20
BD832c antique copper color $1.50/20
  BD832k gunmetal black color    $1.50/20

Small Crimp Covers
Approximately 2.4mm diameter when crimped.
Sold in .73gm packs (approx. 25 per pack).

Large Crimp Covers
Approximately 3.2mm diameter when crimped.
Sold in packs of 20.

Facet Beads
Square beads with rounded corners for a faceted look.
.8mm I.D. fits .5mm round lace or thread. Sold in packs
of 10 beads.

Small Corrugated Beads
Round beads with a corrugated edge.
1.2mm I.D. fits 1mm round lace. Sold in
packs of 20 beads.

Large Corrugated Beads
2mm I.D. fits up to 1/8” flat lace, or two strands of 1mm
round lace. Flatten into an oval shape and use as a slider.
Sold in packs of 10 beads.

BD208s silver plate $1.25
BD208g gold plate $1.25

X-Small Ferrule Beads
Tiny 1mm long/.6mm I.D., to fit on thread or wire.

BD401s sterling silve $1.50/20

X-Small Long Ferrule Beads
Tiny 1.8mm long beads that are .6mm interior diameter,
to fit on thread or wire.

BD402s sterling silver $1.50/20

Ferrule Beads
3mm long/1.1mm I.D., fits .5mm round lace. 

BD423s sterling silve $1.90/10

Twist Ferrule Beads
6mm long/.8mm I.D., fits .5mm round lace.

BD565s liquid silve $1.25/25

Rope Ferrule Beads
3mm long/.8mm I.D., fits 1mm round lace (snugly).

BD584s silver fille $1.75/10

Small Ferrule Beads
Tiny 1.3mm/.8mm I.D. fits .5mm round lace or thread. 

BD411s silver plate $1.25/25
BD411g gold plate $1.25/25

Large Ferrule Beads
2.2mm long/1.3mm I.D., fits on 1mm round lace or up to
1/16” flat lace.

BD120s sterling silver $1.60/10
BD120g gold filled $2.50/10

LEATHERS & BEADS

LJP2k Black Plonge—5x6” piece $5.25
LJP4k Black Plonge—6x10” piece $10.50
LJP2w White Plonge—5x6” piece $5.25
LJP4w White Plonge—6x10” piece $10.50

Ultra thin premium leather, with a satin sheen
on one side and velvety suede on the reverse.
Very supple and drapey, this leather is suitable
for use like skiver. About .6mm thick.

Fine Japanese Plonge

Semi-gloss goat hide with beautiful color! Firm-
bodied and suitable for trad. saddles and other
items where a flimsy leather won’t do. Can be
skived for more uses. About .9mm thick. Comes
in four colors.

Kidskin

Featuring a selection of hand-picked small beads that are sized to work well with model horse projects.
Most of these beads are considered “crimp” type beads and are made of relatively soft metal. Most beads
are plated or colored brass, unless otherwise specified.

http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/beads.html

These C-shaped “crimp covers” can be
applied around flat or round laces, and can
be added to already-assembled items. When
closed, they look like a regular bead. Crimp
covers can also be used to cover up a glued
tab, or around the top of a tassel. A bead
crimping tool is recommended. 

BEADS

Scrap Bags are often available for many of our leathers. They
are a great way to try out various leathers for an economical
price

Fine Cowhide
Semi-gloss surface with some grain, this
cowhide leather has a bit  more “body”
and sheen than Lambskin. The flesh side
has a fine sueded nap, making this leather
2-sided. Suitable for boots and accessory
items as well as english saddles. Approx.
.7mm thick. 
LCW2b—5x6˝ brown—$3.50 ea.
LCW2k—5x6˝ black—$3.50 ea.
LCW4b—6x10˝ brown—$7.00 ea.
LCW4k—6x10˝ black—$7.00 ea.

Patent Leather
Patent Leather has an exceptionally glossy
and smooth, slick surface. An excellent
choice for harness and costume items and
other special projects. Approx .8mm thick.
Sold in 5x6˝ and 6x10˝pieces.

Sheepskin
A supple, smooth, satin-surfaced leather
with a flesh side is “sparkly”, making this a
two-sided leather. Sheepskin is suitable for
english tack items, accessories and more.
Approx .6-.8mm thick.
5x6” piece
LG2k–black– $3.50ea.
LG2b–brown– $3.50ea.
LG2r–rust– $3.50ea.

6x10” piece
LG4k–black– $7.00ea.
LG4b–brown– $7.00ea.
LG4r–rust– $7.00ea.

5x6” piece
LPT2k–black $3.75ea.
LPT2w–white $3.75ea.
LPT2r–red $3.75ea.

6x10” piece
LPT4k–black $7.50ea.
LPT4w–white $7.50ea.
LPT4r–red $7.50ea.

5x6” piece
LD2k–black $3.60ea
LD2b–brown $3.60ea
LD2r–rust $3.60ea
LD2mg–mahogany

$3.60ea

6x10” piece
LD4k–black $7.20ea
LD4b–brown $7.20ea
LD4r–rust $7.20ea
LD4mh–mahogany

$7.20ea

Lambskin
Lambskin has a semi-satin surface sheen,
with a supple and buttery feel or “hand”.
Suitable for a wide variety of miniature
tack and doll clothing projects. 
Approx .7-.9mm thick. 
LB2b—5x6˝ brown—$3.50 ea.
LB2k—5x6˝ black—$3.50 ea.
LB4b—6x10˝ brown—$7.00 ea.
LB4k—6x10˝ black—$7.00 ea.

To check out availability of Scrap Bags of our various leathers see:
www.riorondo.com/leather/oddlots.html

http://www.riorondo.com/leather/oddlots.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/beads.html
http://www.riorondo.com/hardware/beads.html
http://www.riorondo.com/leather/index.html
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Notes

There are a number of items and supplies you will need
that are not provided in our kits. (Each kit includes a list
of additional tools and items you will need.)

While you probably won’t need or use all of the items for
every projet, this represents a good selection of items to
keep handy on your workbench.

Many of the tools, supplies and substances used to create miniatures are potentially hazardous if used in a careless
manner! Our kits are recommended for persons age 12 or above, but we also highly recommend that any young
person assembling our kits or creating any miniature items be supervised and/or assisted by an adult. Safety First!

◊ Small Needle-Nose Pliers with cutters
◊ Sharp Scissors
◊ Hobby Knife and Blades
◊ Small “00” size hole punch (or small brad and a mallet)
◊ Awl (for making and enlarging holes)
◊ Nail Polish Remover (removes glue from fingers and tools)
◊ Small Paintbrush or Dauber for leather dye

◊ Glue Tips
◊ Black or Dark Brown paint pen marker
◊ 220 Grit Sandpaper
◊ Leather Dye, Finish & Solvent (rubbing alcohol can be

substituted for dye solvent in most cases—read all
label directions for further information on these
items.)

TOOLBOX

Common Sense & Safety First

Please observe all label precautions on all the materials you use!

How-To Tutorials and Reference Info Online

http://riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html

https://www.riorondo.com/info/reference/index.html


Ship To:

Phone: 

PRIORITY
Ground

Regular USPS Mail

If Items Ordered are
Out of Stock

Check
Money Order

QTY Part # Unit Description Size Color/Misc
Price

Ea. Total
Item

Total Merchandise

Shipping Charges

Credits or Previous Balance Due

Discount Rate Discount Amt.
(Total Merchandise x Disc. Rate)

%

KS Sales Tax
(KS Residents—

Subtotal x your local sales tax rate)

Total Due

+

Subtotal

+-

(if applicable)

Email: 

Visa/Mastercard/Discover/AmEx

Shipping Options

Refund
Issue Credit

*Some items in quantity such as Saddle Kits, Leathers, Tools 
and Dyes weigh more and the higher rate will be applied.
1Duco Cement can only be shipped by Ground service.

Order by Mail,
Telephone, Fax or

E-Mail!

Method of Payment:

Paypal 

EMAIL: outfit@riorondo.com

Cardholder's Name

Cardholder's
Signature

Exp.Card#

If my order comes to more
than the Total Due below: Contact me I authorize charges up to

10% over the Total Due shown.

3 or 4 Digit CVV-Code (found on the back of the card)

Shipping & Handling Rates*:

Ground

USA SHIPMENTS*—

If using PayPal, be sure to include your 
regular email address so we can notify you 
with the total for payment.

Orders including Duco Cement (GL522) must 
ship ground, and this item cannot be shipped 
outside of the continental US.


